Takina Te Kawa
Statement of Intent 2022 – 2023

Te wawata matamua
Our vision
Our people, whānau and communities of Tairāwhiti
are able to live the lives we value, in ways that matter to us.
Together we will transform Tairāwhiti into a place of…
Te Mana – Shared Pride; where culture connects, relationships
empower and nature thrives.
Te Ihi – Shared Prosperity; where people flourish
and businesses grow.
Te Wehi – Shared Opportunity; where children dream,
communities unite and futures inspire.
As the sun rises over Tairāwhiti, you’ll find our people
where they are needed most. At the heart of our communities
on this journey of transformation.
Kaitiaki of precious taonga. Shared for generations to come.
We are Trust Tairāwhiti.
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Tena koutou katoa
We are pleased to present our Statement of
Intent (SOI) for 2022-23. After two challenging
years navigating a global pandemic, we are
beginning to see light at the end of the tunnel,
with many exciting projects upon us.
The impacts of COVID-19 will continue to be
felt for for some time but, as an organisation and
a community, we are well positioned to rise to
those challenges.
This SOI is informed by the Trust’s strategic plan,
Te aka rautaki ki te tau 2026, which outlines our
aspirations for the next five years. It provides
a blueprint for delivering positive outcomes for
our beneficiaries, the people of Tairāwhiti.
Our work is guided and measured by He Rangitapu
He Tohu Ora, the Tairāwhiti Wellbeing Framework.
The framework defines wellbeing as our people,
whānau and communities being able to live the
lives they value, in the ways that matter most.
Over the next year, we will continue to deliver
a core function of enabling others through
funding community initiatives to deliver impact.
Last year, the Trust announced it would fund up
to $15 million towards ‘early win’ sport facility
projects including waka storage facilities at Anzac
and Marina Parks, upgrades at Victoria Domain
and the skatepark redevelopment. Through
2022-23, we will have a focus to work with these
‘early win’ funding recipients to help get their
projects off the ground, and in some cases,
completed and ready for the community to enjoy.
Under the Trust Deed, the Trust is required to
carry out an ownership review of Eastland Group
every three years. The Trust and Eastland Group
have carried out an extensive review, alongside
independent advisors, to explore how we can
unlock value from Eastland Group and release
funds for the region.

As the regional Economic Development Agency
and Regional Tourism Organisation, we have
identified several priority areas to support a
diverse, innovative and resilient economy with
opportunities for well-paid jobs. This includes a
strategy to grow our digital and technology sector,
investment in regional economic infrastructure,
including through Eastland Group, as well as
support for existing businesses.
Our long-term investment in local wood
processing is the most significant area of sector
development. During the next year we will
complete over $15 million of capital upgrades
at the Dunstan Road wood processing facility,
leveraging significant government and private
investment. Developing the local wood
processing sector will lead to wide-ranging
impacts including economic diversity and
activity for forestry - our single largest GDP
contributor - job creation, climate change
mitigation and local housing solutions.
Having the infrastructure to process wood
locally improves climate outcomes and also
lessens our exposure to a volatile export market
in China.
As Aotearoa looks towards reopening its
borders to international tourists, we will invest
in promoting Tairāwhiti as an attractive and
unique destination. Part of this includes
attracting and developing local events, and
this work is being driven by the new Tairāwhiti
Regional Events Strategy.
Our activities over the next year cover a broad
range of areas, with one common thread
throughout – Tairāwhiti and its people. It’s at
the centre of everything we do, and it’s a privilege
for all at the Trust to serve our community.

After almost two decades of significant growth,
we believe now is the right time to use a portion
of the value built up in Eastland Group to further
benefit Tairāwhiti through a release of funds to
the Trust and Eastland Group.
We continue to challenge ourselves as an
organisation to reduce our emissions profile
and meet our Climate Leaders Coalition
commitments, as well as support local
businesses and organisations to do the same.

Gavin Murphy
CEO

John Clarke
Chair
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He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora –
Tairawhiti Wellbeing Framework
Since the Trust’s inception in 1993, we’ve provided millions in
funding towards community projects and initiatives for the
people of Tairawhiti.
Following a strategic review in 2018, trustees
committed to getting a better understanding of
community wellbeing and whether their decisions
and investments were making a positive impact.
We commissioned a research report, Tū ora ai tatou
– Living Well Together, to look at wellbeing and
how it was being measured globally.
Informed by this research, the Trust led an
extensive community engagement campaign
to understand more about the wellbeing drivers

for the people of Tairāwhiti. The result,
He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora – Tairāwhiti Wellbeing
Framework, is a co-design based on the obligations
under the Trust Deed, our community engagement,
global research and expert advice.
It guides all Trust decision-making, internal
operations and provides a structure for the
organisation’s Strategic Plan and Statement
of Intent.
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Waharoa
In partnering with the Trust, we encourage you to step through our waharoa. It is always
open to anyone who aspires to benefit the people of Tairāwhiti.

Nga Pou

Nga Pou

Te Taahu

All people, whānau, and
communities of Tairāwhiti have
unhindered access to support
and opportunities that enhance
their wellbeing.

We are good ancestors. Children,
young people and future generations
have a better set of opportunities
than the current generation.

Tairāwhiti upholds Te Tiriti
o Waitangi. Mana Whenua
partnerships are maintained
with integrity.

Muka
Our muka represent wellbeing outcomes that are aspirational. They are inter-dependent and
when woven together, create a dynamic and enduring vision that we have for regional wellbeing.

The Tairāwhiti economy is
diverse, innovative, resilient, and
regenerative and provides access to
well-paid, quality jobs. Our people
have sustainable livelihoods from
paid and unpaid work.

Diverse systems of knowledge,
information, and Mātauranga Māori
are accessible, utilised,
valued and evolve.

Communities are healthy, happy,
and empowered. The voice of
communities is integral to decisions
that impact their lives.

Our people, whānau, and
communities in Tairāwhiti have
respectful, connected and
collaborative relationships.

Culture connects the people of
Tairāwhiti. We express, celebrate,
and value our diversity,
heritage and taonga.

The quality of our land, water,
air and atmosphere is pristine.
Our biodiversity is abundant.
We practise kaitiakitanga.
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Strategic focus
Our strategic plan Te aka rautaki ki te tau 2026,
has four focus areas.

Future
generations

We will play a leading role in ensuring
that future generations benefit from
the assets of the Trust and from a more
resilient region.

Community
initiatives

We enable the people of Tairāwhiti
by supporting initiatives that will deliver
impact and outcomes.

Economic
Development

We work with Tairāwhiti businesses
and industry to support an innovative,
inclusive, and circular economy
with opportunities for well-paid jobs.

Operationalising
He Rangitapu
He Tohu Ora

We support people and communities
of Tairāwhiti to understand and apply
He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora.

Economic Development
Agency
Regional Tourism
Organisation

These four focus areas shape the Trust's priorities for this Statement of Intent.
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The Trust works in the following ways to deliver
the strategic plan.

Enabling others
We will enable the people of Tairāwhiti by supporting
initiatives that result in community wellbeing outcomes.
By working with our partners and other funders, we can
maximise opportunities and positive impacts from projects
and initiatives supported by the Trust.

Investing
Preserving capital is essential for the financial sustainability
of the Trust. Through our ownership of Eastland Group,
the Trust is well-positioned to grow capital, striking a careful
balance of the amount available to invest now, and what
is held for future generations. All Trust direct investments are
aligned with He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora to ensure they’re
achieving wellbeing outcomes for our communities.

Delivering
As the Economic Development Agency and Regional
Tourism Organisation for Tairāwhiti, the Trust works with
businesses and industry to support an innovative, inclusive
and circular economy. This is delivered through business
advice and connections, workforce support and specialised
sector development.

Each of the priorities outlined in this document identifies one, or a combination of,
the above ways to deliver that particular body of work.
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Future generations
We will play a leading role in ensuring that future
generations benefit from the assets of the Trust and
from a more resilient region.
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Preserving capital and
ownership of Eastland Group
Under the Trust Deed, the Trust is required to carry out an ownership review of Eastland Group’s
capital structure every three years. The Trust and Eastland Group have carried out an extensive
review, alongside independent advisors, to explore how we can unlock value from Eastland Group
and release funds for the region.
After almost two decades of significant growth, we believe now is the right time to use a portion
of the value built up in Eastland Group to further benefit Tairāwhiti through a release of funds to
the Trust and Eastland Group.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Review the methodology and past
allocations of the preserved capital and
income beneficiary split.
• 	Identify the best option that will allow
Eastland Group to deliver their investment
growth and return some of the value
created to date to the Trust.
• 	Engage with Trust beneficiaries to present
the preferred option and explain why this
is in the best interest of beneficiaries.
• 	Continue to update and engage with
beneficiaries throughout the implementation
of the preferred option.

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering

Outputs (2022-23)
	
Recommendations adopted from

review of preserved capital and income
beneficiary split.

	
The best option for Eastland Group

growth and return of value to the
Trust is identified.

	
Communications campaign delivered

to inform beneficiaries of preferred
option from ownership review.

	
Annual report and financial statements.

Measures (2026)
	Capital preserved for any given year is

in accordance with the Trust Deed.

Outcomes

$575,000

 L
 ong-term sustainability of the Trust.
 C
 urrent and future income beneficiaries

receive benefits from Trust funding
or investments.

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26
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Future generations

Climate change leadership
Climate change is one of the most significant challenges of our time. Without action at a global,
national and regional level, climate change will profoundly impact our environment and our
community’s ability to prosper.
The Trust is working to improve sustainability in all our operations. We are also partnering with
regional leaders to support Tairāwhiti to develop a low emission economy in an equitable and just way.
Trust investment criteria must demonstrate best practice environmental considerations.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Partner with GDC, Iwi and our communities
to prepare a Regional 'Just Transitions'
Emissions Reduction Plan.
•	Measure our greenhouse gas footprint and
make the information publicly available.
•	Support business and community groups to
develop their climate responses.
•	Promote local use of the Sustainable Business
Network toolbox.
•	Build climate considerations into our funding
and decision-making processes.
•	Trust-managed funds are updated to align
with best practice Environmental Social &
Governance (ESG) investing criteria.
•	Support Eastland Group to develop business
cases for investment in regional renewable
energy generation.
•	Actively seek opportunities to supply
locally-processed structural timber to the
local construction market.

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$80,000

Investing

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

Outputs (2022-23)
	
Regional 'Just Transitions' Emissions

Reduction Plan (signed off by RTRO).

	
Report publicly on climate emissions

reduction targets in the Trust Annual Report.

	
Ten emissions reduction and resilience

group meetings.

	
Three business-focused climate

change events.

 Ten emissions reduction plans.
 Quarterly ESG performance review of fund.

Measures (2026)
 CO2 emissions reduced by 10.6t per annum

(21% down from baseline).

Outcomes
 Improved quality of air and atmosphere.
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Regional infrastructure
One of our priorities as the regional Economic Development Agency is to collaborate on regional
infrastructure improvements that will support the Tairāwhiti economy. Following engagement with
the community and business stakeholders, we will work in partnership on the delivery of affordable
housing and new transport solutions to complement existing options. We’re also investigating
options to increase the supply of visitor accommodation in the region.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
• 	Support our regional partners to increase the
supply of houses.

Outputs (2022-23)

• 	Complete a feasibility report for freight
alternatives in and out of Tairāwhiti, including
improving efficiency, scale, emissions and
social impacts.

 Business case for an off-site house

• 	Prepare an investment case for visitor
accommodation for external investors.

	
Business case for commercial accommodation

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach

$240,000

manufacturing cluster.

 WGL suppying local housing market.
 Feasibility report for freight alternatives.

in Tairāwhiti.

Measures (2026)
	
Improve supply chain and workforce for scaling

lower-cost house construction in Tairāwhiti.

Delivering

	Increase in cubic metres of locally processed

Enabling
others

	
Inform demand and options for an alternate

wood used in Tairāwhiti new builds.*

mode of regional freight for regional exporters
and importers.

	Inform demand and options for the increase and

supply of acccommodation for visitors to region.

Outcomes

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

	
Communities are healthy, happy,

and empowered.

	Diverse systems of knowledge and information.
 Resilient economy.
	Economic diversity.

* In order to understand our impact we need to baseline our current state
to help us determine the right measurements or quantify our targets.
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Future generations

Community facilities
The Trust has committed up to $15 million over the next 10 years towards ‘early win’ sports facility
projects, including waka storage facilities at Anzac and Marina Parks and the skatepark redevelopment.
This investment is to support the Tairāwhiti Sports Facilities Business Case, developed in partnership
with Gisborne District Council and Sport Gisborne Tairāwhiti. The business case determined the high
priority needs in the community, described as ‘early wins.’ Other ‘early win’ projects to receive funding
include a pump track across from the skate park, resurfacing and developments at Victoria Domain
Courts, upgrades at Whakarua Park, pool heating at Ruatoria, Tokomaru Bay, Tolaga Bay
and IIlminster Intermediate, and a play zone in Tokomaru Bay.
The first tranche of early win projects, which are largely ‘shovel-ready’, will involve an investment of
up to $8m. The Trust will continue to work alongside and provide support to the ‘early win’ recipients
through to project completion.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Support the community facility 'early wins'
projects the Trust has committed funding in
principle towards.
• 	Support the creation of a governance model
for the new hub facilities.
• 	Support the development of an asset
ownership model for the new hub facilities.

Outputs (2022-23)
	
Baseline measures of use and satisfaction

are captured for the 'early wins' projects.

 Funding agreements for all remaining

'early wins' projects.

Measures (2026)
	
More people use and are satisfied with

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$2.27m

community facilities in Tairāwhiti.*

	
Increased sense of belonging for users of

our community facilities*

Outcomes
	Communities are healthy, happy,

and empowered.

	Connected and collaborative relationships.

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

* In order to understand our impact we need to baseline our current state
to help us determine the right measurements or quantify our targets.

Community initiatives
We enable the people of Tairawhiti by supporting initiatives
that will deliver impact and outcomes.
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Funding distributions
The Trust supports applicants by providing one-on-one support to ensure that comprehensive
applications can be considered for funding. Successful applications capture meaningful impact
and can demonstrate outcomes are being achieved.
The Trust has budgeted $1.5 million for this year to enable community initiatives. There is always
pressure on funding and, due to this, applications and decisions must strongly align with
He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
• 	Assess applications against
He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora and allocate
100 per cent of budgeted funding.
• 	Provide clear information for applicants,
including closing dates, and how to apply
He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora to applications.
• 	Refine our online application portal to
improve user experience.
• 	Develop a resource kit to enable
community groups to develop strong
systems of governance, finance
administration and impact reporting.

Outputs (2022-23)
	Data from funding survey.
 Community funding online resources.
	Impact report for all successful applicants.

Measures (2026)
Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$1.49m

	The Trust is able to demonstrate

impact across all investments using
He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora.

Outcomes
	Communities are healthy, happy,

and empowered.

	Diverse systems of knowledge,

information and Mātauranga Māori
are accessible and well-used.

By approach
Enabling others ($1.2m)

	The quality of our land, water,

air and atmosphere is pristine.

Delivering ($290,000)

	Culture connects the people

of Tairāwhiti.

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

	Respectful, connected and
2024/25

2025/26

collaborative relationships.

	Diverse, resilient and

regenerative economy.
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Economic
Development

Economic Development Agency (EDA)
We work with Tairawhiti businesses to support a diverse,
innovative, resilient and regenerative economy with opportunities
for well-paid-jobs. This strategic focus includes our business support
and training, workforce development and sector development.
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Business services
Tairāwhiti is home to more than 1,800 businesses (SMEs) and part of our role as a regional Economic
Development Agency is to support those businesses to thrive. Through regular engagement,
we can better respond to the needs of our business community and develop tools and resources
that will help them to achieve their potential.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Deliver the Government's Regional
Business Partner programme.
• 	Develop and launch an online business
support platform.
• 	Provide regional business insights,
including economic activities.

Outputs (2022-23)
	
Business and innovation support delivered

to more than 150 businesses.

	
Deliver Regional Business Partner KPIs

and funding levels.

•	Host business development events,
workshops and training sessions.

	More than 35 per cent of businesses

• 	Support local businesses to consider
climate change in their operations.

	Twelve business networking, workshops,

Budget (2022-23)

Measures (2026)

engaged self-identify as Māori.
and training events.

	Digital business support platform.

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$1.57m

	Track productivity and diversity

of businesses the Trust supports.*

Outcomes
	Innovative and resilient businesses.

By co-funder
Trust Tairāwhiti ($1.18m)
Government ($201,000)
GDC ($193,000)

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

* In order to understand our impact we need to baseline our current state
to help us determine the right measurements or quantify our targets.
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Economic Development | Economic Development Agency

Workforce development
Tairāwhiti has high rates of unemployment and youth that are not in employment, education
or training (NEETs). This also presents a good opportunity for economic growth.
The Trust will work with CARE (Commitment, Action, Reciprocity leading to Employment)
Regional Skills Leadership Group partners, Rau Tipu Rau Ora and businesses to implement
the regional Workforce Development Plan.
We will grow the Tairāwhiti workforce by identifying quality, well-paid employment options.
Placing local people into local jobs also helps mitigate our housing shortage and enhances
our regional wellbeing.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Develop the Great Employer, Employee
and Workplace Pledge and deliver a pilot
programme.
• Support the Mayors Taskforce for Jobs initiative.
• 	Deliver the Trust’s priority actions from the
Workforce Development Plan.
• 	Support the Game of Life event to showcase
local vocational pathways to school leavers.

Outputs (2022-23)
	
Ten employers complete the

Great Workplace pilot program.

 Fifty NEETs are supported into

sustainable employment.

 Game of Life event attended by

1,000 students.

Measures (2026)
Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$384,000

	
Improve workforce supply chain and

successful pipelines to sustainable
employment in Tairāwhiti.

Outcomes
	
Communities are healthy, happy

and empowered.

	
Economic diversity, innovation and

well-paid jobs.

By co-funder
Trust Tairāwhiti ($184,000)
Government ($200,000)

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26
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Sector investment
Sector investment is about maximising opportunities to improve or introduce economic activity in
areas where the region has advantages that can be sustained into the future.
Our focus is on building a portfolio of investments and investment opportunities for both the Trust
and other funders. This will include a rebalancing of Trust investments over time to accelerate the
contribution from digital and technology and food and beverage through the delivery of regional
development plans. In parallel with the strategy development, we will identify and pursue immediate
investment opportunities to complement our existing funding support.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Complete the Tairāwhiti Digital
and Technology Strategy and
begin implementation.

Outputs (2022-23)

•	Seek funding opportunities in digitech
and food and beverage ventures aligned
to He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora.
•	Lead engagement with food and
beverage stakeholders in the formation
of a regional strategy to enhance
productivity and innovation.
•	Manage delivery of committed capital
investment projects with Kiwi Lumber Gisborne,
Wood Engineering Technology and Kanoa.

	Tairāwhiti Digital & Technology and

Food & Beverage strategies.

	Three direct investment opportunities

in Digitech or Food and Beverage.

	$23m of wood processing capital projects

delivered on time and on budget.

Measures (2026)
 D
 igital technology is a growth sector

for regional GDP.

	
An increase in annual harvest both

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach

processed in Tairāwhiti and sold into
local house construction.*

	
Wood processing increase contributes

Delivering
Enabling
others

$416,000

Investing

to regional GDP.*

	Determine the opportunity to create

more jobs in wood processing.

Outcomes
	
Resilient and circular economy, well paid

jobs, economic diversity and innovation.

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

* In order to understand our impact we need to baseline our current state
to help us determine the right measurements or quantify our targets.
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Economic
Development

Regional Tourism Organisation (RTO)
We work with Tairawhiti businesses to support a
diverse, innovative, resilient, and regenerative economy
with opportunities for well-paid jobs.
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Tourism
As domestic and international tourism continues to feel the impact of COVID-19, we have an
opportunity to reset our region's strategy for tourism and the visitor economy through a region-wide
Destination Management Plan. Tourism is an economic enabler, but it also enables the social, cultural
and environmental wellbeing of communities. It is essential we develop a tourism sector where the
visitor economy will support our communities and community led initiatives.
To build and develop the visitor-economy within Tairāwhiti, there needs to be a strong connection
between industry, key stakeholders, and communities.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Establish effective leadership, management
and governance for the toursim sector under
a shared destination management plan.

Outputs (2022-23)

•	Increase visitor experience supply throughout
the region.

	Destination Management Plan.

•	Invest in sector capability and development
opportunities.

	Growth in the number of available

•	Work with partners to protect our natural
and cultural assets.
•	Build awareness of Tairāwhiti as a destination
with campaigns that create compelling
opportunities for visitors do more and venture
further afield.
•	Operate the Gisborne i-SITE Visitor
Information Centre as the key tourism hub
for visitors and industry.

	Regional Tourism Reference Group.

paid tourism experiences.

	Sector capability report.
	Tairāwhiti Regional Events Strategy.
	Visitor marketing campaign with

return-on-investment analysis.

Measures (2026)
	Track productivity and diversity of

businesses associated with regional
promotion and tourism.*

	
Track the conversion of marketing

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$1.76m

campaigns to tourism operator growth
in Tairāwhiti including visitor numbers
and spend.

Outcomes
	
Economic diversity, innovation,

well-paid jobs.

	
Knowledge and information is accessible,

valued and utilised.

By co-funder
Trust Tairāwhiti ($1.38m)
GDC ($381,000)

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

* In order to understand our impact we need to baseline our current state
to help us determine the right measurements or quantify our targets.
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Operationalising
He Rangitapu
He Tohu Ora
We support people and communities of Tairawhiti
to understand and apply He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora.
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Wellbeing, data and impact
Access to wellbeing data that is accurate and relevant to Tairāwhiti has been an ongoing
challenge for our region.
A priority this year is to boost wellbeing data for the region by developing and delivering a regional
wellbeing survey. This is an annual survey, comparable to national wellbeing data sets that the
government cannot provide. It will be a rich data source and asset for the region to leverage from
as well as inform decisions at a local level and at all levels of our communities.
The Trust is working to increase capability internally and with community funding recipients to
measure impacts of projects and initiatives.

What we will do

Measuring impact

Activities (2022-23)
•	Deliver a regional wellbeing survey that
includes both customised regional sets and
national comparative sets of questions.
• 	Develop wellbeing outcome report
templates for internal and external Trust
funding and investments.
• 	Host community workshops to support
impact measurement capability across
the region.

Outputs (2022-23)
	1,000 survey responses.
	Published survey data.

Measures (2026)
	The Tairāwhiti Wellbeing Survey provides

a reliable data source that is highly valued
and well used by our communities.

• 	Promote multiple survey options including
face-to-face engagement.

	Survey data informs Trust decision making.

• 	Publish data table and regional wellbeing
insights for the use of our communities.

Outcomes
	Knowledge and information is accessible,

Budget (2022-23)

Our approach
Delivering
Enabling
others

$427,000

Project duration
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

valued and utilised.

	Communities are happy, healthy

and empowered.
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Measuring impact summary
Priority

Outputs
Outputs from the activities we are going to do
and track in the 2022-23 financial year

Preserving capital and
ownership of Eastland Group
Climate change leadership

Regional infrastructure:
Housing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of preserved capital and income beneficiary split.
Best option for Eastland Group growth and return of value to the Trust identified.
Communications campaign delivered
Annual report and financial statements
Regional 'Just Transitions' Emissions Reduction Plan (signed off by RTRO)
Report publicly on climate emissions reduction targets in the Trust Annual Report.
Ten emissions reduction and resilience group meetings.
Three business-focused climate change events.
Ten emissions reduction plans.
Quarterly ESG performance review of fund.
Business case for an off-site house manufacturing cluster.
WGL suppying local housing market.

Regional infrastructure:
Transport
Regional infrastructure:
Visitor accommodation
Community facilities

• Feasibility report for freight alternatives.

Funding distributions

•	Data from funding survey.
• Community funding online resources.
•	Impact report for all successful applicants.

Business services

• Business and innovation support delivered to more than 150 businesses.
• More than 35 per cent of businesses engaged self-identify as Māori.
• Twelve business networking, workshops, and training events.
• Digital business support platform.
• Deliver Regional Business Partner KPIs and funding levels.
•	Ten employers complete the Great Workplace initiative pilot program.
•	Fifty NEETs are supported into sustainable employment.
•	Game of Life event attended by 1,000 students.
•	Tairāwhiti Digital & Technology and Food & Beverage strategies.
• Three direct investment opportunities in Digitech or Food and Beverage.

Workforce development
Sector investment:
Digital technology
Sector investment:
Wood processing

Tourism

Wellbeing, data and impact

• Business case for commercial accommodation in Tairāwhiti.
•	Baseline measures of use and satisfaction are captured for all
early win projects.
• Funding agreements for all remaining 'quick win' projects.

• $23m of capital projects delivered on time and on budget.

•	Destination Management Plan.
• Regional Tourism Reference Group.
• Growth in the number of available paid tourism experiences.
• Sector capability report.
• Tairāwhiti Regional Events Strategy.
• Visitor marketing campaign with return-on-investment analysis.
• 1,000 survey responses.
• Published survey data.

*In order to understand our impact we need to baseline our current state to help us determine the right measurements or quantify our targets.
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Measures

Outcome

Where we expect to see changes in the duration
of our strategic plan through to 2026.

The long-term wellbeing benefits we
expect to see in our communities.

•	Capital preserved for any given year is in accordance with
the Trust Deed.

•	Long-term sustainability of the Trust.
•	Current and future income beneficiaries receive benefits
from Trust funding or investments.

•	CO2 emissions reduced by 10.6t per annum
(21% down from baseline).

•	Improved quality of air and atmosphere.

•	Improve supply chain and workforce for scaling lower-cost
house construction in Tairāwhiti.
•	Increase in cubic metres locally processed wood used in
Tairāwhiti new builds.*
•	Inform demand and options for an alternate mode of
regional freight for Tairāwhiti exporters and importers.

•	Communities are healthy, happy and empowered.
•	Connected and collaborative relationships

•	Inform demand and options for the increase and supply of
accommodation for visitors to region.

•	Economic diversity.
•	Diverse systems of knowledge and information.

•	More people use and are satisfied with community facilities
in Tairāwhiti.*
•	Increased sense of belonging for users of our
community facilities*
•	The Trust is able to demonstrate impact across all
investments using He Rangitapu He Tohu Ora.

•	Communities are healthy, happy and empowered.
•	Collaborative relationships.

•	Track productivity and diversity of businesses the
Trust supports.*

•	Resilient economy.
•	Systems of knowledge and information.

•	Communities are happy, healthy and empowered.
•	Diverse systems of knowledge, information and
Mātauranga Māori are accessible and well-used.
•	The quality of our land, water, air and atmosphere is pristine.
•	Culture connects the people of Tairāwhiti.
•	Respectful, connected and collaborative relationships.
•	Diverse, resiliant and regenerative economy.
•	Innovative and resilient businesses.

•	Improve workforce supply chain and determine successful
pipelines to sustainable employment in Tairāwhiti.

•	Communities are healthy, happy, and empowered
•	Economic diversity, innovation, well-paid jobs.

•	Digital technology is a growth sector for regional GDP.

•	Resilient and circular economy, well paid jobs,
economic diversity and innovation.

•	An increase of annual harvest both processed in Tairāwhiti
and sold into local house construction.*
•	Wood processing increase contributes to regional GDP.*
•	Determine the opportunity to create more jobs in
wood processing.
•	Track productivity and diversity of businesses associated
with tourism.*
•	Track the conversion of marketing campaigns to tourism
operator growth in Tairāwhiti including visitor numbers
and spend.

•	Resilient and circular economy, well paid jobs,
economic diversity and innovation.

•	The Tairāwhiti Wellbeing Survey provides a reliable data
source that is valued and well-used by our communities.
•	Survey data supports Trust decision making.

•	Knowledge and information is accessible, valued
and utilised.
•	Communities are happy, healthy and empowered.

•	Economic diversity, innovation, well-paid jobs.
•	Knowledge and information is accessible, valued
and utilised.
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B.2023
$000

Reforecast
2022
$000

Var
$000

10,000

10,000

-

740

750

(10)

2,500

900

1,600

13,240

11,650

1,590

2,443

2,888

(445)

Administration costs

921

863

58

Communication costs

300

284

16

Governance Costs

436

432

4

Depreciation

150

127

23

Strategic initiatives

770

450

320

5,020

5,044

(24)

8,220

6,606

1,614

Revenue
Eastland Group Limited (Divi/Int)
Investment portfolio income
Admin costs recovered - economic development
Total revenue

Expenses
Personnel costs

Trust Operating Surplus

Key movements from the 2022 re-cast budget are:
Decrease in budgeted personnel costs.
• One off costs in 2022 for organisation restructure.
• Removal of additional development costs related to the restructure.				
Increase in administration costs.		
• Rent of Shed 3 downstairs as community hub space.		
• Audit fee as the complexity of Trust Group transactions increase audit time.		
• Inflation.		
Increase in strategic costs, with the focus this year on:		
• Eastland Group capital review $575k.
• Climate leadership $80k.		

Statement of Intent 2022 – 2023

Trust Tairawhiti Ltd

B.2023
$000

Reforecast
2022
$000

Var
$000

GDC contract

714

695

19

Government contracts

401

1,336

(935)

Retail and other income

348

358

(10)

(342)

(342)

-

1,121

2,047

(926)

Personnel costs

1,663

2,002

(339)

Operation expenses

3,118

1,306

1,812

Communications & events held

245

399

(154)

Tourism Development and Marketing

408

1,021

(613)

90

90

-

Strategic initiatives

420

270

150

Investment committee fees

175

175

-

6,119

5,263

856

(4,998)

(3,216)

(1,782)

Income

Direct expenses
Gross profit

Expenses

Depreciation

Total expenses
Economic development investment

Key movements from the 2022 re-cast budget are:
Decrease in budgeted personnel costs.							
• Licence to work is delivered by an external entity.					
• TEAP project manager and support moved to RTRO.			
Decrease in tourism development costs as funding from MBIE reduced.				
Decrease to communications and events.							
Increase in operating and admin costs. 							
• 	Deliver more services and training for small to medium business and focused
workforce development activity.							
• Increased admin oncharged costs from Trust Tairāwhiti.				
Decrease in revenue through expiring contracts in tourism and TEAP.
The associated costs have also been reduced to reflect this.					
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What do these budgets mean?
The above budgets exclude Eastland Group
operations. These budgets show that the Trust
expects to earn $10.7m from Eastland Group (EGL)
and other investments and will spend an element
on operational activities.		

The following is a five year view to help users
understand what those budgets mean.
These do not include inter entity transactions
and are presented to help readers understand
the actual performance of the Trust.		
		

B.2023
$000

B.2024
$000

B.2025
$000

B.2026
$000

B.2027
$000

The Trust expects to receive income of

10,740

10,609

30,475*

10,475

10,475

and spend on Trust operating activities

(2,520)

(2,339)

(2,453)

(2,572)

(2,699)

8,220

8,270

28,022

7,903

7,776

Annual Trust operations

This will leave an amount available
to be used to benefit beneficiries

* The above show what income the Trust expects
to receive over the next five years, which is mainly
from EGL interest and dividends. The increase in
2025 is the currently agreed special dividend from
EGL. This will be superceeded by any transaction
relating to the Eastland Network sale, this will
need to be agreed if a sale occurs.

An element of the income will be spent on
operating the Trust, and the balance is available
for Trustees to provide benefit to beneficiaries.
Trustees intend to provide benefit through
internal operations, distributing income to
enable others to benefit our communities and
via direct investments.
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B.2023
$000

B.2024
$000

B.2025
$000

B.2026
$000

B.2027
$000

Delivering economic development
activity & regional tourism

(4,998)

(5,252)

(5,407)

(5,681)

(5,961)

Enabling others through distributions

(1,200)

(1,500)

(1,500)

(1,500)

(1,500)

Enabling others to invest in
community facilities

(2,784)

(3,348)

(3,123)

(2,968)

-

Annual budget to benefit
beneficiaries

(8,982)

(10,100)

(10,031)

(10,149)

(7,472)

Additional infrastructure assets at the
wood cluster site

(2,997)

(784)

-

417

-

Previous distributions to others

(4,026)

(1,778)

(21)

(11)

(11)

(7,023)

(2,562)

(21)

406

(11)

(16,005)

(12,662)

(10,052)

(9,743)

(7,472)

Providing benefit to beneficiaries
in the financial year through:

In addition, the Trust also has to pay
for previous commitments that will
benefit beneficiaries. These are for:

Total to be spent on providing
for beneficiaries

It is clear from the above that what the Trust
expects to provide over the next five years is
more than the income earned in some years.
Trustees are able to do this because the Trust has
preserved income over the life of the Trust, which
has built up to $209 million*. This fund can be
used for the benefit of beneficiaries through to
the termination date of the Trust in 2073.

Although this is preserved for the benefit of
income beneficiaries, the Trust does not have
all this in cash or cash equivalents which amount
to around $47m at the year-end of March 2022.
It will use part of this to fund those years that
show a shortfall.

* This was reviewed and adjusted in FY22 and is currently being peer reviewed so may be subject to change.
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